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First principles calculations of the electronic properties of Ni
clusters (up to Ni87) are reported. It is found that the ionization
potential (IP) converges to bulk values (work function) by Ni43, whereas
the electron affinity (EA) is off by 2.5 eV, even for Ni87. The
conduction band of -l6 eV appears converged by Nie,. It is found that
the electron density for surface atoms is significantly lower than the
bulk value. The significance of these results for chemisorption on
small metallic clusters and for modelling of chemisorption on bulk
surfaces is discussed.

1.

Introduction

(iv) these 3d orbitals interact only weakly
with the conduction band orbitals (that is,
the 3d band spectrum is nearly independent
of the distribution of orbitals in the
conduction bands). From these studies we
concluded that it is valid to study the
conduction electrons independently of the 3d
9 configuration
electrons of nickel. To do this
while avoiding
on
each towards
atom we aaverage
over 3d
the five possible
a bias
particular
3d9 spatial configurations. Consequently the
field of this average a9 configuration can
be replaced with an effective potential3
reducing the conduction band problem to one
electron per Ni atom (and allowing a correspond—
ing truncation in the basis set for describing
these orbitals)”. All calculations reported
here were carried out at the Hartree—Fock (HF)
level; however, since most states possessed
open—shell orbitals, it was necessary to use
the proper variational technique” to ensure
that each state was acorrect spin elgenfunction.

Recently, there has been a number of
papers in which metal clusters were used to
study various aspects of chemisorption’. A
recurring theme in these studies has been the
extent to which the cluster actually mimics
bulk chemisorption behavior, yet few studies
properties
the clusters
themselves~~.This
have dealt of
directly
with the
electronic
communication addresses this problem with a
discussion of the valence electronic properties
of small nickel clusters ranging in size from
13 to 87 atoms. Specifically, we consider
the convergence to the bulk limit of those
properties expected to be important in
chemisorption processes such as ionization
potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), band—
width, and surface electron density.
2.

Calculational Details

Previous calculations2 on Ni
2 and Ni8
including all valence electrons indicated
stabilized
in what
is effectively
that (i) nickel
atoms
in the bulk a
arelocalized
3d9 atomic configuration on each Ni; (ii) the
remaining electrons are contained in
delocalized band orbitals (referred to here
as conduction band or 4s orbitals) dominated
by the 4s—like component on each Ni atom;
(iii) the 3d electrons are of only minor
importance (20 ~o 25~) in Ni—Ni bonding; and
*

The clusters studied were selected by
and select—
assuming the face—centered cubic5)(fcc)
Ni
ing
the first
n shells
atoms surrounding
structure
(2.487
A bond of
distance
a particular atom. Here we report the six
cases with n
1 to n
6, numbering 13, 19,
43, 55, 79, and 87 atoms. As a test of the
validity of this description, we solved for
the optimum bond length for the ~i1~ cluster.
The computed minimum is at 2.41 A, in reasonable
agreement with the bulk value of 2.487 A,
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suggesting that the dominant interactions
between atoms are included.
3.

Inherent in the cubic symmetry of the cluster.
As an alternative approach we have built lower
symmetry clusters (D2h) by adding shells
simultaneously to two nearest atoms. The
smallest units here are Nizo and Ni28, leading
to the band spectra indicated in Fig. 1. Here

Densities of States

In Fig. 1 we show the orbital energies
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Approximate densities of states for
both cubic and D2h clusters. Levels
are obtained as orbital energies from
Hartree—Fock calculations. Degenerate
levels have been plotted as multiplets
to indicate actual state density.
Only occupied states are shown.

obtained for the ground state of each of the
six cubic clusters. As each level represents
an approximate ionization potential (Koopmans’
Theorem), the range of energies shown in each
case represents an effective cluster density
of states (levels that are doubly or triply
degenerate have been plotted as closely
spaced groups of lines to Indicate this degeneracy). The 13— and 19—atom clusters show
a very discrete spectrum, and only the clusters
larger than 43 atoms show a rather continuous
density of states. For these clusters there
is an increase in density near the fermi level,
in agreement with the ideas
6. of simple, nearly
In studiesband
of the
chemisorption of atoms
free—electron
theory
such as H7 and ~8 on metal clusters, we have
found that several “band” orbitals of widely
differing orbital energies are changed
greatly upon chemisorption. As a result of
such studies, we have concluded that a good
cluster for modelling chemisorption on the
solid surface should exhibit a density of
states that is as continuous as possible.
Based on these considerations, the 13— , 19—,
and 43—atom clusters are quite inadequate and
even the 79— and 87—atom clusters are barely
satisfactory. This bunching of levels is
partly due to the high degree of degeneracy

we see that uniform densities of states may be
obtained with small clusters, suggesting the
use of such less symmetric clusters for studies
of chemisorption.
4.

Work Function, Electron Affinity,
and Bandwidth

In Table I we summarize values for these
properties as a function of cluster size. For
the Ni clusters the IP from using Koopmans’
Theorem (KT) is close to the HF value, indicat—
Ing that the effects of orbital relaxation and
of differential
neutral
and ion states
electron(the
correlation
primary sources
between of
error in the KT result) are small.
The convergence of IP values towards the
bulk work function is not monotonic, but for
N ~ 43, it is within 0.5 eV of the experimental
work function’0. The EA, on the other hand,
is still 2.5 eV smaller than the experimental
work function, even for N = 87. The reason
for this is that the IP and EA differ (for any
particular singly—occupied orbital) by the
orbital self—energy J~
1 (the coulomb inter—
action of two electrons occupying the same
orbital I), where I? = EA +
Here
Jjj(eV)
l4.4/R(A), where R is the radius of
the cluster. Thus, for N = 87 with R = 6.1 A,
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Number
of

13 TO Ni87)

Comparison of calculated cluster properties.
Multiplicity
of
Ground
State
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All energies are in eV.

Ionization Potentiala

Bandwidtha

DZb
SCF (KT)

DZ + P~’
SCF (KT)

DZb
SCF

Electron
Affinity
DZD DZ+Pb
SCF
SCF

Shells

Number
of
Atoms

O

1

2

7.63 (7.63)

7.63 (7.63)

——

——

——

——

1

13

2

6.18 (6.39)

4.76 (5.14)

12.6

10.5

2.62

1.28

2

19

2

7.45 (7.67)

4.99 (5.36)

12.5

11.3

3.49

1.60

3

43

4

5.10 (5.19)

15.4

2.07

4

55

6

5.52 (5.68)

16.5

2.91

5

79

4

5.92 (5.76)

16.1

3.16

6

87

2

4.86 (5.05)

16.3

2.75

——

52c

5•2c

52c

DZ+Pb
SCF

52c

a Values not in parentheses are from self—consistent calculations on both the
neutral and ion states; values in parentheses are from use of Koopmans’
Theorem.
b DZ (double zeta) results are for basis sets with two s—like contracted functions
per center; DZ + P results are for basis sets consisting of the DZ basis
augmented with a single p—like gaussian in each direction on each center (basis
set used in Ref. 4).
c Reference 10.

the self-energy is about 2.4 eV. From this
expression we see that to obtain IP — EA = 1 eV
requires R
14.4 A (a cluster of 1146 atoms)
and that IP — EA — 0.1 eV requires 1.1 x 106
atoms! Thus extremely large clusters are
required before this characteristic property
of a metal (IP = EA) is achieved.
For studying the chemisorption of atoms
more electronegative than Ni, such as H, N,
0, F, Cl, or S, it is the IP of the cluster
that is more Important as it controls the
degree of charge transfer to the adsorbate.
On the other hand, for electropositive
adsorbates such as Na, K, and Cs, it is the EA
of the surface complex that should be more
important, since charge transfer is to the
surf ace. Thus small clusters of metal atoms
should possess similar properties to bulk
metals for electronegative adsorbates, but
they may have unique properties of their own
for electropositive adsorbates.
The conduction bandwidth appears to be
essentially converged to 16 eV by N = 87.
There are no established experimental values
available for this property, but measurable
energy state density has been found as much
as 10—11 eV below the fermi level’’.
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NEAREST NEIGHBOR SHELL
(ATOMS IN CLUSTER)

A particularly important property to be
evaluated in comparing clusters with the bulk
is the distribution of electron density at and
near the surface. Using the wavefunctions for
the 87—atom cluster, we show in Fig. 2 the
charge population of each atom as a function

CLUSTER RADIUS
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I
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FIG. 2:

Electron density per atom for 87—atom
cluster plotted as a function of
nearest—neighbor
shell.bulk
Dashed
line
indicates the average
density.
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2, found
of shell radius. Similar results are
for the
The NImplications
= 43, 55, and
of 79these
clusters’
results for
the infinite system are:
i)
The surface atoms may be electron—
deficient with the deficiency greater
for less dense surfaces [i.e., P(lll) >
P(100) > P(l1O)]~which may relate
directly to changes in work function
and reactivity for different surfaces,
ii) The layers just below the surface may
have electron densities greater than the
bulk. Thus electronegative interstitials
may be more localized in these near—
surface regions, while electropositive
interstitials may have a significant
barrier to moving from the bulk to the
surface layer.
Iii) The structure near the surface may have
a non—uniform behavior corresponding to
the non—uniform density. For example,
these results would suggest that a
larger spacing should occur between the
outermost layers while some layers
slightly below the surface may be
closer together than the bulk spacing,
iv) Corner atoms at steps and kinks should
be even more electron—deficient than
the remaining surface atoms and hence
more reactive towards nucleophiles, as
has also been suggested by other
investigators’3,
v)
To better mimic surface atoms, the outer
atoms of the cluster should have

vi)
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of
the actualnumbers
surface.
In this respect,
coordination
approaching
those
the 79—atom cluster should be a more
successful surface model than the 87—
atom cluster.
As an extension of (iv) above, the
complexes with a low coordination
number for the outer shell may be more
appropriate as models for the reactivity
of steps and kinks than the infinite
surface.

6.

Summary

From studies of the change in conduction
band states of metallic clusters as a function
of cluster size, we have obtained data on the
convergence of electronic properties towards
bulk values. We find that although there is
convergence of almost all properties, the rate
at which these values change towards the bulk
value varies widely. We have attempted to
determine the nature of these variations in
such a manner as to provide Insight into how
well the surface may be represented in a
theoretical study of chemisorption. In
addition, the implications of these results
on the behavior of different infinite metal
surfaces is considered. We find that small
clusters have some properties differing from
bulk surfaces, perhaps leading to changes
in their chemisorptive and catalytic
properties.
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